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16:11:15  From  Ryan Gerry : Has there been anything that has been put in writing regarding that statement of when 
school is out that facilities are then able to be opened up?  Executive order 20-20 clearly states until June 30th. 
16:12:22  From  COSA Zoom 2 : Ryan, I'll check with Morgan and get information send out should there be something 
specific. 
16:12:26  From  OASSA Majalise Tolan : Is this referencing Summer School guidance?
16:13:05  From  schmidt3 : Beyond the reopening of programming this summer, and looking into fall  in terms of 
facilities, has anything been discussed regarding academic eligibility related to distance learning?
16:13:40  From  OASSA - Lynn Jackson : Thank you for the questions, keep them coming so that we can address them 
during the Q&A.
16:15:42  From  Jill Weber : When do you anticipate the Phase 2 guidance coming out?
16:16:21  From  kevin.bryant : What about physicals etc. issues related to students who may not be able to get to a 
doctor due to our situation? 
16:16:23  From  peytonchapman : How do we ensure all students are prepared to compete safely if some school districts 
don't allow summer practices? Would schools compete against schools that have had a lot more opportunity to get in 
shape via practices? Or would OSAA redo leagues by which districts are "open" and which are still "closed to 
athletics"? Equity question
16:16:28  From  OASSA Majalise Tolan : Can they earn the P from last year at any point to gain eligibilty?
16:18:32  From  Tammie : I would like to suggest answering the questions in written format also to be distributed or 
made available later for reference.
16:20:30  From  Joel Sobotka : Who would you recommend takes temperatures of athletes/coaches if coming to 
workout on campus during the summer?
16:21:02  From  Mike Forrester : With the suggestion of "Keeping travel local," by both the NFHS and the OSAA, what 
is the OSAA plan to address schools that have to travel extended distances for league play next fall?  How far is far 
enough and how far is to far?
16:22:40  From  troy : grades P or I??
16:23:14  From  Nathan Stanley : Could you just speak to the difference between the OHAb s limitation on summer 
camps to 10 vs OSAA guidance to limit to 25 or fewer?
16:25:04  From  FloydM : The NCAA's decision to cancel the NCAA tournament and seasons had a great influence on 
our activities.  Will the NCAA decision in the fall have that same effect on OSAA decisions?
16:26:55  From  John George : In terms of not being able to handle equipment or catch a pass/baseball there is current 
information from the CDC that the virus does not spread easily from surfaces, will that change?
16:32:33  From  peytonchapman : I am anticipating increased "hardship" transfers for kids who may not be able to play 
in districts that don't reopen in August and decide to go live with a family member in Bend or a district that does reopen. 
Pandemics do cause family moves and hardships but how will we make these are legit and "fair"? No need to answer 
now. Just thinking and sharing. We could see 10% of Portland move to Bend. 
16:32:34  From  Matt : Will the contingency group agendas and minutes be posted for AD's to review?  How will we be 
kept in the loop?
16:36:22  From  Ben Winegar : For P/I, when the I turns to a P, would the student be immediately eligible?
16:39:15  From  John George : So why wouldnb t we utilize grades from the trimesters, semesters or quarters from 
prior to the shutdown like we did for seniors??
16:39:20  From  schmidt3 : I think that we should have a fluid system within schools and districts so that as soon as a 
kid passes their fifth class then they become eligible.
16:39:37  From  kevin.bryant : no further conversations about moving spring sports to fall and fall to spring, correct? 
16:41:12  From  Katy Wagner : There may be some language in the Safeguarding Student Opportunity section of the 
ODE guidance that could be used to align the eligibility issue
16:43:40  From  Ben Buchanan : Spring sports took a hit this spring.  If we switch seasons they could take another hit 
this fall
16:44:04  From  kevin.bryant : What have been your leadership take aways in the midst of this challenging time that 
might encourage us? 
16:46:35  From  Neil Fendall : Can you address John's question at 4:26?
16:47:29  From  OASSA - Lynn Jackson : Thank you for the 4:26 review.
16:49:54  From  John George : Thanks.
16:49:55  From  peytonchapman : Private schools have much more ability to open earlier due to their autonomy and 
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size. I could see a scenario where Metro area 6A schools are closed with only private schools able to compete. What 
would OSAA do in that scenario? 
16:51:17  From  GregM : If we possibly start the Fall sports later than usual, would we limit then contest and would that 
carry forward into the winter and spring seasons?
16:51:32  From  JBoyd : Timeline getting PPE will be the issue.  2 month delay on delivery right now and that is gloves 
and masks only.
16:53:23  From  John George : Ok.  I got here late.
16:53:25  From  peytonchapman : And limits in numbers of kids in busses would require more busses. Hard issue.
16:54:51  From  Matt : You could charge streaming entrance fees through NFHS
17:00:20  From  Matt : Will or could OSAA put together recommendations on COVID-19 assumed risks?  Like a 
waiver?
17:01:17  From  Garet Luebbert : Thanks Peter
17:01:22  From  Salvador Munoz : Thanks Peter
17:01:24  From  Matt : Really appreciate you Peter.  Thanks!!! 
17:01:24  From  Mark : Thank you, Peter.
17:01:31  From  Jacob Pence - 4A Banks HS : Thanks Peter!
17:01:33  From  Don Walker : Thanks Peter!
17:01:34  From  OASSA Majalise Tolan : Thank you so much!
17:01:34  From  Ben Buchanan : Thanks Peter
17:01:37  From  Tim Rupp : thank you
17:01:43  From  gertenrich_clinton   to   COSA Zoom 2(Privately) : Thanks Peter!
17:01:43  From  Dayton - Josh Crawford : Thank you Peter!
17:01:47  From  Joel Sobotka : Thanks Peter
17:01:51  From  Cody Aker : Thanks Peter!
17:01:54  From  robertmedley : Thanks Peter!
17:01:55  From  JennesDG : Thanks Peter!
17:01:59  From  GregM : See you at the Sheep Ranch, Peter!
17:02:01  From  Mike Forrester : Thanks Peter!
17:02:07  From  gertenrich_clinton : Thanks Peter!
17:02:08  From  JBoyd : Thanks Peter!
17:02:11  From  Robert Lingo : Appreciate the information, Peter.  Thanks for taking the time.
17:02:23  From  peytonchapman : Thank you Peter and OSAA! We so want our kids to be able to safely and equitaby 
reconnect, practice and play!
17:02:25  From  Derek Barnett : Thanks Peter
17:02:27  From  TGanfield : Thanks Peter!  I appreciate the communication.
17:02:29  From  Mike Mills : Thanks Peter, much appreciated
17:02:49  From  peytonchapman : Great facilitation Lynn!
17:03:28  From  justin.starck : Do you anticipate allowing multiple people to handle one ball during phase 2?
17:08:19  From  2A RRSD Morgan Cottle : Zoom Fatigue article
17:08:21  From  2A RRSD Morgan Cottle : https://ideas.ted.com/zoom-fatigue-is-real-heres-why-video-calls-are-so-
draining/?utm_term=social-
science&utm_content=talk&utm_campaign=social&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=facebook.com&fbclid=IwAR0
8aQ7wBLDSF8GoqTtEtgZLYB1sn2hdYqYqUarYWE3EM800EotsqVd2Hbc
17:08:33  From  Greg Chapman : I appreciate Zoom meetings only for the fact that I guarantee I would not have 
attended this meeting in person.
17:10:23  From  OASSA Majalise Tolan : Thank you for sharing that a league is doing that!
17:16:37  From  Vicki Nelms : Thanks for bringing that up Dennis.
17:16:57  From  OASSA Majalise Tolan : At least it wasnb t 10:00 on the news. ; )
17:17:25  From  Salvador Munoz : Thanks again Peter
17:17:25  From  sullivand : Thank you Peter
17:17:26  From  MDay : thanks peter
17:17:56  From  gertenrich_clinton : Nice job Lynn
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